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ABSTRACT 

A detailed review is given of experimental data _lon the anomalous L- and 

M-shell conversion coefficients of low-energy electric dipole transitions ob

served in the decays of o<;ld-A nuclei of high atomic number. 

The data are consistent in every case with the interpretation that the El 

conversion coefficients in the LIII shell agree with the theoretical, model

independent coefficients calculated by Sliv and Band and by Rose. It is defi

nitely established in several well-measured cases that the LI and LII coeffi

cients are substantially larger than the theoretical values. The most striking 

anomaly occurs in the 84. 2-kev transition in Pa
231

, where the LI and LII co

efficients are 21 and 15 times larger than the theoretical values, respectively. 

The experimental LI and Lll coefficients are correlated with the lifetimes 

of the transitions, and it is shown that the magnitude of the anomaly ( L
1 

plus 

LII) is proportional to the retardation in gamma;,·r~y lifetime over that calcu

lated from the single-proton formulas. No systematic trend has been observed 

in the deviations of the L
1 

and LII coefficients individually . 

::~ 

Work done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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ANOMALOUS ELECTRIC DIPOLE CONVERSION COEFFICIENTS IN 
ODDmMASS ISOTOPES OF THE HEAVY ELEMENTS 

F. Asaro, F. S. Stephens, J. M. Hollander, and I. Perlman 

University o£ California 
Department o£ Chemistry and 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 

June 1959 

INTRODUCTION 

A number of electric dipole (El) transitions have btHm identified in 

the decay sc;hemes of the trans=lead isotopes. It has been established that 

several o£ these El transitions in odd .. mt:UHi nuclei have measurable lifetimes 

and, in £ac;t, are longer ... Hved by many orders o£ magnitude than would be ex .. 

pE:~c;ted on the basis o£ Hsingle .. partiele 11 t~ansiHon=probabUity formulas, The 

first suc;h ease nated was a 59. 6 ... kev transition in Np~ 37 found by BeUn.g, 

Newton, and Roee1 to have a half Hie of 6 x 10" 8 ~ee;onds 1 .which is .. mOi!e. than 

105 ..-£old slower than the valliljl calculated from the usual lifetime formulas, In 

the m.eafitime, it has alsG~ beeit noted that th~ eve r .. au e;on.vere~ion coefficient~ 
and the Land M i!lube;hell eon.ve:re;ion. ratiGis :3, 4 itn: thhi transition. have value ~a 
which are definitely at varian.ee with the the5retieally ca.lculated eon.ver~ion 

f'J'' ' t ' J' M - fi 5 M 1 - v 1 d M -- ~ 0 soe n&1E3fi ·e; Gl.~o , E, n9iHJ, .. ate recent y, Ewan, nnaw. es, anta aeKefila.e 

not@d that the 106'"kev El tran.E~Hit:Jn in PuZJ~ has L-and L-- e9n.verslem eoeffi,. 
. I ll 

eients dis:tinetiy different frGtm the t.hetn•etic.ai valutu, It has also been sugge~hHi 

by ft@senbium, Valadares 1 arul Mih;ted i that .. tiie abntJl"mal ~enversion ratios 

ttl the 59. 6=kev trane;itiG~n. in Np~J'7 may be r~lated tG t~e Ellowfiess '.f;Jf the 

trans iti9fi, 

The ptirpas e G~t thie; paper is ttJ review EIGirne tJf the data 9ft eleetrie 

dipG~le transHians 1 t© d@rrWn.strate tha eKiEitenee ef ad.dlHenal anemaleu§ een= 

version st)eftieients in the L and M subsheilEj, and ta eGrreiah~ the magnitudes 

ttfthe an.ttmaHes with the lHeHmEJs trf the traftslHGins, Same af the telmlh ef 

this wttrk have been presefit€Hi in. th€! the©f€!tieal paptn• en this suhJeet hy. Nihst'im 
and ftasn'Hissen. ~ 
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

. r~ J 1 . • , I ·'- -.!_ ,,. '"! :.._. _') 

59. 6-kev tran~itj.~;p .. T<?~~!_al):g).~~sh,ell conversion coefficients. 

This transfl:tion•·has.·bee'fildbse·;ved1in:tne decays ofAm241 , u237, and 

Pu237 . It was ide,hfifie.cff,~oh(A~2~\ ay~b~y:bci'~::;il on the basis of its low con-
1 ·, , I 1 • '''·-' i! \f .. L )), L ~·,- _j 

version coefficient (<1. 5). Si!J;f;Yft~,~?tt more detailed data have been obtained 

which permit a more precise calculation to be made of the conversion coeffi

cient. The position of this gammer. ray ~in the level scheme of Np 
237 

is well 

~n:'?wn,, a~~ :~i~'-·J~~s~~;vf, ~h~ )~e\:Si~e01IJ-Lf1'tF~ ~~~ ~~~~) lr .. i~\~~~i7~t;:_re. 
, L .. ;· 241i,~f~e,, ~f.-f~:~~~l.'.t B_r::~~~f!,,S·~~-,~~[\~-~f\:.:i!iVna.s;j~~g?L~/ -~~~.}~~g~.~tions 
of Am , calculated values 0. 9 2 ::1: 0. 10 and 0. 72 ::1: 0. 07 for the total and 
'' f; ·~t~f:1.h"tf~'G..t-:f.._Jfft S'iJ.ili 1Si'l:)JJP' C::.:!:lff!- bbLt fi.l 2CtOJ . .Ji_C;.:·tJ:3'TJ ..!.~~{ ~--,P~3.riJ f.O ~:.t.:,"~~l'J '::1f-. 

~-;c;:8R.Y~ .~;~lto!1r,'fRrJ~i1fArrt~s 2 -~~~}}i?:~ ~~~;{!~} ~'d ~~gJYl !~~}1~'-,W~"~-si,u~r~~,;·f ~rs olut.~. a bun-
danc~s .. c;>f tl:-e. c~~version.lines of.the 59. 6-kev tr.an.sition and, from the photon 

• -~ t! ttr....-_r '{.J!.t..t·2L.:.dtJ'"r•:;_-no1JJe;ns .. r:~ ··~l:..:.!.'is..;~:1 -~7idf'rit;,'' 10 {-J.<rP..~·;,:J .:::~n} rlO .l~i·.tlJ~ -~l 
al:?undance_, 0_ .. ~4'0[:::1; 0. 015, determined py, I:}e.ling, Newton, and Rose. If we use 

. .. · ~..L ~ (.~ !.J.tl.d·::Jl: ~J vT iLl f1_{;J I 1 (~;1 h"T J "-.1 ~J/i- d . r._..-c :5 ~ .E"-V b . .JJ().:.l ~., L .t~ ")9:·1 1 u a J ,~l·J '~ 

the mor~_re.cent .photon ih~\"!nsity measuli"ement by Magnus~on (0. 359 ±; 0. 007 
~~- ..... ~ )).Jtft·,v ~;:::.;:, ... ;.u:;~Jd \Jl ... '{ ·."J lo ~-.:1rl ~-~ r;rl :·: ~J~;:.::.d l}:! ~::..-·'•J)~-· ~:."lzL-· '(:-.r·,'1J\,,,t.: ... ~~t 

photons per alpha) and the electron intensities of Jaffe ,_et al, the t.otal _and 
: .. ~~-· · ·q '· ~1~lt.)!;, ~.t..d.-:~J :-, iJ rc;·....: •1. u:.~J;:~;.r~·;l."· .. ~; :_;;;t.r·· ~·.~d: ~r.t.;fi.-:-~~ofa f.llqi. !): 

L-conversion coefficients become 1. 0 ::1: 0.1 and 0. 80 ::1: 0. 08. Similarly, by 
:-:.·.- .:· ...... r.-.. r)\111!'1') !.i.ti-1.J-V(; ;_!li :~.StiJ t.::,tur~ ~3r:! :Je.:.t~ 2.i;~·~.J .. ~ t'-:r;·.ttJ.LIS~~rrt ~:.tJ:d 

us,~_p/ ~~'TJ~}~~11ofrr~Y.~~';\sity ~r:tf-s~ffr'E'f{~T}>,J ~hl~-,}~;.~~~v;~{f~.on P~7J/i.~1~~nt is 
foundt~.b~ 0,. 71.~·9,,0,3. ~ . , ,, , . , .. , , . , 

· · :,. ·- >J.JlL>-_.j.LG~~· •(ti r.~ .. ~J..)~.· ~(l!)f': . .l ~)D.J .d)t\;..f ·::::~n.ti-l.~·i:··' j_;_-. '.;..i:3J~I\II~;tl> .:!'i [, .J. ~.~11. 

, . , , The tgt_al .~onversion. coefficient may also, be., determined fr.pm a know-
·~·-..·.'1 ,~· '-~ ;.J.t.L~., t:~.:-t.l>j.fV}.; .. 'l r .. ·;. ...... ~·· ... t J\1..Jn.:•zt4t":. !?"IOf-•r... r )>()f.i ,t.!l ~t·.J 10 C:~f11.~1i')1i.t.;j·r! 

ledg~.,.<?f the, deca;y; ~ ch.elfle ,of:Arp. _ , .the ?-btl.ndance ()f t.l:l~ 59. 6-. !<ev photon, and 
I .. 't• ... ... ) v i l u ,.J T 1 ;,_ ( :w rr (~ } ~ _j. .-: _h ' I J i ,{ ~ t I ·' •• ) ~ ..J t ~. r! ::._ \ X : t ,.:.1. V' :; :A - iJ l ~ l .".) l1.J J ~ ·d 1 b ~ i ..I () l:: 

the relative _intensities of the conve.rsion lines of the 33, 2- and 59. 6-kev transi-
. 3\..; :...:~!'!.... i---:l:,f\ ..))\ (.;!4-)lf.ff.;. tf.:-,·.rJcJj(}'~J:l rJi t fl'tn ... ·t- t,~·-q·rctl't:•"'\ ·~··lt··~l·~r·,··~r!-'\ ~~{·~.,.,. l ' 241 . . . ·' . . . . . ' .. . . ' ' .. .. ... ' .. ·' . . . .. - ·• . ' .. 

ti?.D:~: -r :fr.s:r~ .<}..~ 8f:Y,S~:~/~·W. ' ;r I 9·9;-1'c~i~t ~ir th;Lal ~-h;~ :ri}'i';P~·~ ti~t;\~; l~~p,u~f;~e' (directly 

or ~~n~~r:~<:_HY)'" tp~J ~?r R:~f~ty; .fe-~~\ ,~·,;, ·~·( ~: ~~dn~hf1?, :sF~r!1·f:,e.;~*~t;t~,s,, t~,:gr_o_und 
either by the 59. 6-kev transition or by the cascading 26.4- a:r;t~. ~3. 2-_kev 

. • - 1 • . rJ' ' .. ~ • ,l • 

t:rap~J~i~n.E\, ( ~.€(~ 1fig,-,,,!},; .NS,~~<£/3 t~ec}~:::.~1-,h.f'f i?:'}r::fl.f<-:S[tY1,~ ~~}9hly converted, 

th.~~ ~~R]-.. ;;0 /:Shr, t'tR»W4~PfEf,.~:8L~~-~ !~?:!' ~f ~~e;"';; ;P.fE?l~~l;\fl":~.}~~~Jf,PrrrYJ\r~}g!J_:;~le ctrons 

,, : .i~~~Tt~R~ ~Hfi~~:,)~3:l1~~,;v ~<f.~~~l~M~~ I:fhu1~!-l ,~~\d ~}7P, ~B ~5:.:~./gi·trfrr?~. t~r·~~nown 
'a9spll;l.~Ef -,~p~~,C!-l!ce <:'?~)~.~"e~,9~"i p ~,l~~"tcf>~9,WH. ~~1 J~,~ fifr~~t~'\~. ~g-17~~~~r;.~t~sh?f the r 
conver.sion.lines of the 59. 6- and . .33.,2-ke;v transitions, ,one can then calculate 
·. ~.'~ ·' ,'J.:' .~ .. ·J.: ·.i ·1 .i.t. .~~)·1·.·~~.:·{~ :•cl.i ~i . .:··.J ~i· .. ~•)'i(j .:.::;~.; fJ'JL'.l ~;...~·- '/- _.J_ l •· 

the conversion coefficient of the 59. 6 -kev transition. ~The relativey electron 
~ ~f' ~ ... 2 p ~241-.; .:.JJJ r~ r J. 

abundances are available from the spectroscopic study of Am decay by 

Baranov and Shlyagin.
12 

The total conversion coefficient of the 59. 6-kev gamma 
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Table I 

SUlTlmary of L- shell El conversion coefficient data. 

E~peri.m.ental Conversion Coefficients Theoretical Conversion Coefficients 
Transition (Sliv and Band/Rose) 

Energy 
Nucleus (kev) a(L1) a(~I) a(LIII) a(T) a(L1) a(LII) a(LIII) 

Np237 59. 6 0.22 ± 0. 02 0.46 ± 0. 05 0. 12 ± 0. 03 1.0 ± 0. 1 0.13/0.11 0. 12 /0. 10 0. 13 /0. 13 

Np237 26.4 2.0 3. 9 1.2 ro ± 2 o. 5'5 ;o. 22 1.1 /0. 55 1.4 /1. 3 

Np239 74.6 0.08 ± 0. 02 0. 06 ± 0. 02 0.06 ± 0. 02 0. 31 0.084/0.072 0.066/0. 055 0. 063/0. 061 

Am 243 83.9 0.047±0.011 0. 057 ± 0. 013 0. 041 ± 0. 009 0. 20 ± 0. 04 0.068/0.054 0. 052/0. 042 0.046/0.045 

Pu239 106. 1 0. 062 ± 0. 007 0. 071 ± 0.007 ------ ------ 0. 041/0. 035 0. 026/0. 021 0.021/0.021 

Pu239 61.4 0.4 ------ ------ ------ o. 13/ ;o. 10 ------ ------
Pa231 84. 2 1.3 ± 0. 2 0.65 ± o. 15 0. 046 ± 0. 014 2.8 ± 0. 4 0. 064/0. 055 0. 042/0. 037 0. 039/0. 039 

Pa231 25. 7 ------ ------ ------ 4.8 ± l. 0 ------ ------ ------
Pa233 86. 3 0. 35 ± 0. 15 0.57 ± 0. 26 0. 08 ± 0. 08 1.9 ± 0. 7 0.060/0.052 0. 039/0. 034 0. 036/0. 036 

Pa233 29. 3 ------ ------ ------ 3. 0 ± 0. 8 ------ ------ ------

Ra223 50.0 ------ ------ ------ 0. 7 ± 0. 2 ------ ------ ------
Ac227 27.5 ------ ------ ------ a(L) 2.8±0.3 0. 55 /0. 28 1.2 /0. 53 0. 84 /1. 1 

Ac225 40,0 0. 23 ± o. 07 0. 26 ± o. 09 0.41 ± 0. 13 ------ 0. 29 /0. 21 0. 32 /0. 25 0. 40 /0. 37 

* Compared with theoretical conversion coefficients of Sliv and Band. 
** From M-subshell ratios 
*** From L- sub shell ratios 

4:. •. ' 

Conversion * 

Anomaly 
Factor 

1. 1 ± 0. 2 

1.3 ± n. 5 

**'~ 
0.04 

+ 0. 15 
- 0. 04 

0. 17 ± o. 1o*** 

0. 75 ± 0. 11 

------
12. 8 ± 2. 1 

0. 18 ± 0. 07** 

.Q.4 ± 3. 0 

** 
0 076 + o. 18 

. - 0. 076 
*~* 

0 045 + 0 · 09 ~ 
. - 0. 045 

0.24 ± 0. 11 ** 

0. 13 ± o. o8*** 

.. 

Photon 
Retardation 

Factor 

(texp/ts. proton) 

-
3, 1 X 105 

3. 8 X 105 

-5 X 10 3 

1.3x104 

2.4x106 

----

2,8 X 106 

4.5x104 

1.4 X 106 

7.2x10
4 

1.1x103 

3, 3 X 104 

~4. 7 X 10
3 

I 
Vl 
I 

c:: 
() 

::0 
t-' 
I 
(X) 

-.J 
(X) 
0" 
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I -rr K 
5/2- 5/2 

t 1/2 6. 3 X I o- 8sec 
59.6 kev 

w 
> 
Q) 

X 

~ 
<.0 w C\.1 

7/2 + 5/2 33.2 

> 
> Q) 

Q) C\.1 X 

X w <..0 
C\.1 I (j) 
r<) -
rn ~ 

L{) 

5/2 + 5/2 0 

Np 
237 

MU-17749 

Fig. 1. Partial level scheme of Np
237 

... 
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ray, a(T) 59 . 6 , is then given by the expression: 

0 · 995 - '~59.6- e33.2 
a( T) 59 6 = 

. '~59.6 
= 

. 0.995-y59.6 
o 99 s - " · - I 

. 59.6 1 + e59. 6 e33. 2 

'~59. 6 

Here y
59

. 6 , e
59

_ 
6

, and e 33. 2 are the intensities, respectively, of the 59. 6-kev 

photon and of the conversion lines of the two transitions indicated. Unfortunately, 

the intensities of all of the individual conversion lines are not known with pre

cision; in particular, the prominent L
1 

line of the 33. 2-kev transition is very 

soft (-11 kev) and may be attenuated in the source and window of the detector. 

Since the M-shelllines have higher energies and are absorbed to a lesser ex

tent, it was considered better to use these for comparison, with the assumption 

that the ratio of M lines for the two transitions is approximately the same as 

the ratio of total conversion-line intensities. This means that in the above ex

pression the value for e(M)
59

_ 
6
je(M)

33
. 2 is substituted for e

59
. 

6
/e 33. 2. 

Examination of available information regarding the validity of this assumption 

leads to the conclusion that an error as great as lOo/o could be introduced in the 

calculated a( T) 
59

. 
6

. This point will be explored further in later pa.rts of this 

paper. 

The intensity ratio e(M) 
59

. 
6

; e(M) 
33

. 
2 

taken from the graph and tables 

of Baranov and Shlyagin12 is 1. 7 and, when substituted along with other known 

quantities, gives a(T)
59

. 
6 

= 1.1. Within the limits of uncertainty this is in 

agreement with the value 1. 0 recalculated, as mentioned, from the data of 

Jaffe et al.
2 

and this value, as well as a(L)
59

. 
6 

= 0. 80 ± 0. 08, will be used 

henceforth in this paper. 

The first point of interest is to compare this experimental conversion 

coefficient with theory. The tables of Rose
5 

and Sliv and Band
13 

of relativistic, 

screened conversion coefficients which include the effects of finite nuclear 

size give, for a 59. 6-kev El transition in z = 93, a(L) = 0. 34 and 0. 38 re

spectively. The discrepancy of a factor of two for a(L)
59

. 
6 

(0. 80, experimental 

vs. 0. 38-0. 34,:theore:tical) will be discussed further in the next section where 

the L-subshell conversion coefficients are considered. 
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N 237 p . 59.6-kev tra~sition. Subshell conversion coefficients. 

The relative conversion coefficients of the 59. 6-kev transition in the 

I..,.-subshells have been studied by a number of different workers with results 

which we summarize in Table II. 

Table II 

Ratio of L/Ln/LIII conversion of the 59.6-kev transition in Np
237

. 

Authors 

Hollander, Smith, and 
Rasmussen4 

Baranov and Shlyagin
12 

Canavan
14 

Rasmussen, -Canavan, and 
Hollanderl5 

Rosenblum, Valadares, 
and Mils ted 7 · 

Jaffe et al.2 
-·-

Wolfsonl6 

Turner 3 

Relative abundances 
LI/Ln/LIII (Ll + LII)/LIII 

1. 5/3. 3/1. 0 

2.2/4.7/1.0 

2. 4/4. 7/1. 0 

1. 6/3. 2/1. 0 

1. 113. 3/L o 
4.A/l. 0 

6.4/l. 0 

6.4/L 0 

Parent Limits of 
Activity error 

Am241 25% 

Am241 

Am241 

Am241 

Am241 

Am241 

Am241 

23% 

20% 

12% 

All of the data in Table .II have been used to arrive at the following 

mean value for the ratio L
1
/L

1
/Lm = 1. 9/3. 8/L 0. The corresponding theo

retical value is 1.1/l. 0/l. 1, which can be seen to be distinctly different. Now 

if we employ the experimental total L- shell conversion coefficient, a(L) = 0. 80, 

the absolute L- subshell coefficients may be determined. The results are 

listed in the top line of Table III and are compared with theory. It is seen that 

Table III 

Absolute L- subshell conversion coefficients of 
the 59. 6-kev transition in Np237. 

a(L
1
) a(LII) a(LIII) 

Experimental composite 0. 22 ± 0. 02 0.46 ± 0.05 0.12±0.03 

Theoretical values 
(Rose) O.ll 0.10 0.125 

(Sliv and Band) 0.13 0.12 0.13 

a(L) 

0.80±0.08 

0.34 

0.38 

~ 

,, 



-. 
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agreement is good for a( LIII) and that the experimental value is definitely great

er for a(LI) and much greater for a(LII). 

Let us consider as a source oi this anomaly the possibility of admix

tures of multipoles other than El in this transition. If the experimental a{LIII) 

is taken to be 0. 15 (the highest value consistent with the error as stated), one 

calculates the maximum contribution of M2 radiation. to be, 0. 015o/o. This 

amount of admixture would raise the calculated a(LI) to 0. 20 but would not 

appreciably affect a(LII). It is clear, as pointed out by Hollander, Smith, and 

Rasmussen,
4 

that no proportion of Eland M2 mixing can reproduce the observed 

predominance of Lll conversion because M2 radiation converts least in the LII 

subshell. Likewise, the explanation cannot lie in E3 admixture; the maximum 

amount of E3 radiation, from the experimental a( LUI), is L 5 x 10-
3

o/o, which 

would raise the calculated a(Lll) only to 0. 16 and a(~) not at all., 

These anomalies are also apparent in the higher atomic shells. The 

ratio of conversion coefficients in the M-shells was found by ~aranov and 

Shlyagin
12 

to be MrfMu/MIII = L 3/2. 8/L 0, and the values of Rasmussen, 

Canavan, and Hollanderl5 are M 1/Mu/MIII/M1V + V = 1. 7/3.6/1. 0/0.1. These 

are to be compared with Rose 1 s5 theoretical, point-nucleus ratios 

Mr/Mn/MIII/MIV + V ~ Ll/0. 9/L 0/0. 4. In Table IV, the M-subshell conver

sion coefficients of the 59. 6-kev transition are given. These are calculated 

from the value a(T) = 1. 0 discussed above and the relative electron intensities 

found by various workers. 

Table IV 

M b h 11 . ff" . f h 59 6 k · · · N 237 
-su s e convers1on coe 1c1ents o t e . - ev trans1hon 1n p . 

Experimental composites 
(Baranov and Shlyagin) 

(Hollander, Smith, and 
Rasmussen) 

Theoretical uns creened point
nucleus value (Rose) 

0. 051 

-0.07 

0.044 

O.ll 0. 039 

0.'14 0. 037 0.004 

0.037 0. 016 

Anpmalies in M- shell conversion are similar to those in the L- shell. 

The conversion of p
3

/
2 

electrons (Mill) appears to agree with theory but con

version of the p
1
/

2 
electrons (Mil) is definitely high and the sl/ 2 electrons (MI) 
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possibly_ so. It is also worth pointing out that the MIV + My conversion coeffi

cient seems to be about fourfold.lower than the theoretical value {se·e Table IV). 

Data are also available from the work of Rasmussen et al. 
15 

on N- shell con-

version. The approximate subshell ratios are N
1
/N

1
rfNIII = l. 5/3. 0/l. 0. If 

we assume that the theoretical values of the subshell ratios should be approxi

mately equal as they are for L- and M-shells, it i~ seen that these data are 

consistent with anomalously ,high values for the N
1
- and particularly the 

NII-subshel1s. It appears to be the general case in the heavy-element region 

that conversion ratios for s and p electrons in the M- and N-shells are similar 
...,.. -

to those in the L- shell. 

Np
237 

26. 4-kev El transition. 

It may be seen from the decay scheme, in Fig. 1 that the conversion 

coefficient of the 26, 4- kev electric dipole transition can be deduced from a 

knowledge of the photon intensities of it and the 59. 6- kev transition together 

with the conversion coefficient of the 59. 6-kev transition,:. The intensity of the 
. 9 ' 241 

26. 4-kev photon has been g1ven by Magnusson as 0, 025 photons per Am 

disintegration. The conversion coefficient is then 

a.{T)26. 4 = 
e26. 4 

'( 26. 4 
= 

0 · 99 5 -('(59. 6 + e59. 6 + 'Y26. 4) 

'( 26. 4 
= 

0.995- (0. 359 + {l, 0 X 0. 359) + 0. 025] = lO ± 2 
0.025 

The error of 20% includes a lOo/o error in the intensity of the 26. 4-kev photon. 

For this transition, the theoretical point-nucleus: El conversion coef

ficients: fb:r the L- and M-shells are 3.1 and l. 3, giving a total of 4. 4. {The 

M- shell value is not corrected for screening.) Although conversion in the N

and higher shells will add slightly {-0. 5) to this theoretical value, the experi

mental number is definitely larger by about a factor of two, just as in the case 

of the 59. 6 -kev transition. The anomaly is even more pronounced if compari

son is made to the finite- size nucleus theoretical coefficients. Taking the 

theoretical total L- shell coefficient from the tables of Sliy. and, B~nd13 , 
a.{L)- =-.3.1; and estimating the ratio of a{L)/a.Ct) to be -0. 7 (as has been found 

II 
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in general for higher energy transitions) we end up with a total theoretical co

efficient of -4. 4. This is less than one-half of the experimental value. Com

parison with the finite-size nucleus values of Rose would make the discrepancy 

more pronounced. These conversion coefficients are listed in Table V, where 

comparison can also be found for L- subshells. The L- subs hell coefficients 

Table V 

Con~ersion coefficients for the 26. 4- kev El transition in Np 
237 . 

a.( T) a.(LI) a.( LII) a.( LIII) a.( L) 

-·-
Experimental 

.,. 
10 :i: 2 2. 0 3.9 1.2 7. 1 

Theoretical values 

(Rose) 0. 22 0. 55 .1. 25 2. 0 

(Sliv and Band) 0.55 1.1 1.4 3. 1 

>:~None of the L- sub shell coefficients were obtained directly from experimental 
data. See the text for explanation of the assumptions which went into the cal
culations. 

were estimated indirectly according to the following description and are entered 

in Table V. Baranov and Shlyagin12 reported the ratios LrfLu/LIII = 0. 7/1.5/1.0, 

and Rasmussen, Canavan, and Hollander15 reported experimental ratios 

N/Nu/Nlll = 1. 7/3. 3/1. 0. The difference between the experimental L ratios 

and N ratios may be due to error in the relative intensities of the L lines; the 

problem of measuring the intensities of such low-energy electrons is a very dif-

ficult one, because of extreme source- and window-thickness effects. In parti-

cular, the L
1 

(4. 0-kev) and LII (4. 8-kev) electrons are expected to be attenuated 

with respect to the LIII (8. 8-kev) line. Since the energy of all three N lines is 

about 25 kev, the relative N- subs hell intensities are considered the more reli-

able. If we make the assumptions that. the N-subshell ratios are the same as 

the L ratios (as found for the 59. 6.,-kev transition
15

) and that the ratio a.(L)/a.(T} 

is about 0. 7, as is generally found,l 7 we calculate coefficients of 2. 0, 3. 9, and 

1. 2 for the L
1

f, Lll-, and LIII- subshells, respectively. The theoretical values 

of Sliv and Band and of Rose are shown for comparison in Table V. Even if we 

allow considerable uncertainties because of the assumptions made in arriving at 

the "experimental" figures, it is obvious .that the anomalously high conversion 

coefficients originate in conver.sions of s 1/ 2 and pl/ 2 electrons (L1, Lll' Ml' Mil' etc.) 
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The discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical values can

not be explained. by admixtures of other multipoles; rio aniount ofM2 or E 3 ad-

mixture can explain the high L/Lrll conversion ratio which is 'deduced since the .. 

theoretical L/ LIII ratio is 1. lfor M2 radiation and 0. 01 for E 3 radiation .. 

Furthermore, admixture of E3 radiation cannot explain the L
1
/Lni ratio of 

3. 3 since the theoretical Ln/LIII ratio for E3 is 1. 0. 

Np237
. Lifetimes of the 59.6- and 26. 4;-kev transitions. 

The half life of the 59. 6-kev state in Np237 has been measured to be 
-8 1 

6. 3 (±0. 5) x 10 seconds.. From the knowledge of the 59. 6-kev photon abun-

dance ( 0. 359 per alpha) and of the population of this state (99. 5%), one calcu

lates the half life of the radiative transition to be 1. 75 x 10- 7 seconds. This 

value is a factor 3. 1 x 105 greater than the half life calculated from the formula 

of Moszkowski
18 

for single-proton transitions. The 26. 4-kev photon, which 

also depopulates the 59. 6-kev state, has an abundance of 0. 025 per alpha; the 

photon half life is thus 2. 5 x 10- 6 seconds and the corresponding retardation 
5 

factor 3. 8 x·lO . 

N 239 
p . 

A partial level scheme for Np 239 is shown in Fig. 2 and the lowest· 

three states are seen to be identical in assig:J;lm..ent: (and to differ only slightly 

in spacing) with those of Np
237 

(Fig. 1). The other level in Fig. 2 is also 

found in Np
237 

and is entered here only because the transitions. from this state 

will be used in estimating the lifetimes for the El transitions from the 74. 6-kev 

state. 

We shall be concerned with the El transitions of 74. 6- and 43. 1-kev, 

but it might be mentioned that two other El transitions have been identified.l,9 

and one of these (the.:ll8-kev transition) is shown in Fig. 2. The conversion 

coefficients will not be discussed because accurate and detailed data are not 

available. 

N 239 p . 74. 6-kev El transition. Total L-shell conversion coefficient. 

The alpha spectrum of Am 243 and associated gamma spectrum show 

that 99% of the transitions .go through the ~4.~ 6-kev state. 
20

• 21 The photon :.-. 

j 
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intensities of the 74. 6-, 43-, and 118-kev transitions are 0. 69 ± 0. 03, 

0. 04 ± 0. 01, and 0. 005, respectively.19 It remains to estimate the conversion 

coefficient of the 43-kev transition, after which the total conversion coefficient, .. 

a( T)
74

. 
6

, may be calculated by the expression 

a( T)74.6 = 

0 · 99 - [y74.6 + Y43 (l + a(T)43)] 

)'74. 6 

The value for a( T) 
43 

is taken to be 1. 2, which was obtained by using the theo

retical El value13 for a( L)
43 

( 0. 83) and adding an additional factor ( 0. 35) for 

M,N, .,:_.;-shell conversion. Although this may be inaccurate, the effect an a'{T) 74. 6 -· 
will be only 15% for a -.·factor-of-two error in a( T)43. From this we calculate 

0. 31 for a(T) 74 ._ 6 and, using the value ~eL/~eL + M = 0.65 ± 0. 07 measured 

by Hollander,17·we obtain a(L)
74

. 
6 

= 0: 20 .. This is to be compared (see 

Table VI) with the theoretical values, 0. 19 and 0. 21. It is seen that within the 

uncertainty of these measurements (probably -20%) the experimental and theo

retical values agree. 

Table VI 

Absolute L- subshell conversion coefficients of 
the 74. 6-kev El transition in Np239. 

~(Lj) a(LII) a(LIII) 

Experimental composite 0.08 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.02 

Theoretical values 

(Rose) 0.072 0.055 0.061 

(Sliv and Band) 0.084 0.066 0.063 

a(L) 

0.20 ± 0.05 

0.19 

0.21 

· An independent experimental value for a(T)
74

. 
6 

was given as 0.18 by 

Sla!tis ,
22 

who compare·d the intensities of the L and M conversion lines with 

that of the beta continuum of u239
. It is difficult to assess the possible un

certainties in this measurement. Similarly, Kahn
23 

determined-an L-shell 

conversion coefficient of 0. 15 - 0. 20 by comparing the intensities of the photons 

.• 
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239 
and the L x- rays from U decay. This measurement has some uncertainties of 

uhknown magnitude because of the absorption of some of the L x-rays in the 

source, estimation of the L x-ray fluorescence yield and the contributions of 

L x-rays resulting from transitions parallel to the 74. 6-kev transition. 

N 
239 

p .. 74. 6-kev transition. Subshell conversion coefficients. 

The L-subshell ratios of this transition have been measured from .... 

Am
243 

decay by Hollander
17 

with a photographic-recording beta spectrograph. 

The results, obtained by visual comparison with intensity standards, are 

Lt LII/ LIII = 1. 25/1. 0/1. 0 with an accuracy of ±20%. From these and the ex

perimental total L- conversion coefficient ( 0. 20) we obtain the sub shell values 

a(L1). 0. 08 ± 0. 02, a(LII) = 0. 06 ± 0. 02, and a(L
1
II) = 0. 06 ± 0. 02. These are 

to be compared with the theoretical values in Table VI and show agreement 

within the experimentai uncertainty. 

N 239 
p . 74. 6-kev transition. Lifetime. 

An experimental upper limit on the half life of the 74. 6-kev state has 
24 -9 

been set as 1. 6 x 10 seconds. It is also possible to estimate the lifetime 

roughly by making comparisons with competing transitions whose lifetimes are 

presumably calculable. Examination of Fig. 2 reveals two rotational bands . 

between which are the two El transitions of 118. kev and 74. 6 kev and, in addi

tion, there should be an E2-Ml transition of 43 kev between the spin 7/2 and 

5/2 states ofthe 5/2-band. 

The half life for the 43-kev E2-Ml transition can be estimated in the 

manner to be described, and, by making use of the population of the 118-kev 

state (11. 5%) and the intensity of the 118-kev photon (0. 5%), the half life for this 

transition is readily calculated. Finally, the branching ratio rules of Alaga and 

co-authors
25 

for transitions between members of one rotational band and one 

energy level of another, permit calculation of the lifetime for the 75-kev transi

tion when that for the 118- kev transition is known. 

The half life for the 43-kev E2-Ml transition required for the above 

is estimated as follows: The E2 radiative lifetime of a transition between 

adjacent members of a rotational band such as this is known from Coulomb 

excitation studies 
26 

to be about 100 times shorter than the value given by the 
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single-proton formula. Then, by using the theoretical E2 conversion coefficient, 

tp.e E2 transition lifetime is determined. The composite half life of the E2-Ml 
. ~ . . 

mixture is then determined by assuming 57% E2 branching in conformity with 
. 4 ... 

the branching of the corresponding transition in Np237 · 

This method of estimation gives a half life of 2 x 10- 9 seconds for 

the lifetime of the 74. 6-kev state, which value gives reason for believing that 

the measured upper limit, 1. 6 x 10- 9 seconds, is not far from the actual value. 

If we take a round number of 10-9 seco.nds, this half life corresponds to a re

tardation of 5000 from the value calculated with the single-proton: formula of 
. 18 

Moszkowski. From similar reasoning, the 44- kev El transition can be shown 

to be retarded by a factor of 2 X. 10
4

. 

Am243. 

Am 
243

. 83. 9- kev El transition. Total L~ shell conversion coefficient. 

The partial level scheme for Am 243, consisting of states seen from 

the study of Pu
243 

decay, is shown in Fig. 3. The spins and parities are those 
. . 27 28 

as s1gned by Stephens, Asaro, and Perlman. Freedman and co-workers 

reported the following photon and electron intensities relative to total Pu243 

decay events: 21% and lo/o for the photons of 84 and 42 kev, respectively; and 

4% and 16% for the corresponding electrons. These data have bee:q. reexamined29 

and a total conversion coefficient for the "S4- kev transition obtained, a.( T) = 
0. 20 ± 0. 04. The conversion line intensity ratios were given as (L

1 
+Lu)/L

1
1JI/(M +N) = 

2. 8/L 0/1. 3 with an estimated error of about 10%~9 From these we calculate 

that a.(L)/a.(T) = 0. 745 ± 0. 015 and a.(L) = 0.149 :I: 0. 03. For this transition 
27 

Stephens, Asaro, and Perlman found a.(L)/a.(T) = 0. 69 :I: 0. 03. If we combine 

this with the above-mentionedvalue for a.(T), we find a.(L) = 0.138 ±. 0. 03. The 

weighted average of the two partially independent values is a.(L) = 0.145 ± 0. 03 

and will be used henceforth. This compares with the theoretical value of a.{L) = 

0. 166 (Sliv and Band). Within experimental uncertainty there is no discrepancy 

between theory and experiment for a.(L), but it will be seen that the subshell 

coefficients are not in agreement. These data, as well as the sub shell coeffi

cients, are summarized in Table VII. 
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Table VII 

Absolute L~ shell conversion coefficients of 
the 83.9-kev El transition in Am243. 

0. 047::1:0. Oll 0.057::1:0.013 0. 041 ::1: 0. 009 

0. 054 0.042 0.045 

0. 068 0.052 0.046 

UCRL-8786 

a(L) 

0.145 ± 0.03 

0.141 

0.166 

Am 
243

. 83.~ 9 -kev El transition. Sub shell conversion coefficients. 

The subshell conversion coefficient ratios measured by Stephens et 

aL
27 

are L/Ln/LIII = 1. 15/1. 4/1. 0, with an accuracy of ±20%. For compari

son, the theoretical values (Sliv andBand) are L/Ln/LIII = 1. 48/1.13/1.00. 

It will be noted that theory has L
1 

conversion more prominent than LII, whereas 

the measured values are the opposite. Other relations are also anomalous. 

The absolute. subshell coefficients can be obtained from these sub

shell ratios and the total L-shell coeffici;ent (0.145 ± 0. 03). These are listed 

in Table \Ill and compared with the theoretical values. It is seen that the experi

mental a(L
1
II) agrees with theory; a(L

1
) is possibly_ lov.; and_ a(LII) possibly 

high. 

Am
243

. 42-kev El transition. Photon intensity. 

It is seen from Fig. 3 that there are two transitions of approximately 

42 kev, of which one is mixed Ml-E2 de- exciting the first rotational state and 

the other is an electr1c dipole. The electron and photon abundances of Freedman 

et al. cited above, do not distinguish these two transitions but it is easily de

monstrated that essentially all of the photon intensity belongs to the electric 

dipole transition. That is, the assumption that the entire electron intensity, 

16%, belongs to the Ml-E2 transition coupled with the smallest conversion co

efficient expected for an Ml-E2 transition (that of a pure Ml, for which a(L) = 70) 

leads to the conclusion that the maximum photon intensity of the Ml-E2 transition 
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is -0. 1% or only about one-tenth of the observed photon irttensity. Since it has 

not bee:n possible to determine conversion coefficients for the El transition, no 

comparison can be made with theoretical values. 

Am
243

. 84- and 42.-kev transitions. Lifetime. 
29 -9 

The half life of the 84- kev state has been measured as 2. 0 (±0. 3) x 10 

seconds. If we take the measured_conversion coefficient of the 84-kev transi

tion, the theoretical value for the 42-kev transition, and the relative intensities 

of the two photons, we calculate gamma- ray half lives for the 84- ke v and 4 2- ke v 

transitions to be 2. 6 (±0. 5) x 10-9 seconds and 5 :x·I0- 8 seconds, respectively. 

These values correspond to retardation factors over the single-particle esti-
4 4 

mates of L 3 (±0. 3) x 10 and 3 x 10 , respectively. 

Pu 
239

. 106. 1- kev transition. Total and sub shell coefficients. 

This transition, observed from the decays of Np and Cm 
243

, has been 

interpreted as an electric dipole on the basis of the L-shell conversion coeffi-

. 30 d 1 . . ff' . 31 I . . . h P 239 1 1 h c1ent an tota convers1on coe 1c1ent. ts pos1hon 1n t e u eve sc eme 

is well known, and is shown in Fig. 4. 

Ewan, Knowles, and MacKenzie
6 

have obtained the most precise values 

of a(L
1

) and a(LII) from their study of the beta decay of Np
239 

Their values 

are: a(L
1

) = 0.062 ± 0. 007 and a(LII) = 0. 071 ± 0. 007. It was not possible to 

measure a(LIII) because of interference by an int7nse electron line of another 

transition. These authors noted that their values' were distinctly higher than 

the point-nucleus theoretical coefficients. These and the finite-size values are 

shown in Table VIII for comparison with the experimental data. Ewan et aL 

also pointed out that the discrepancies could not be explained by M2 admixture. 
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Table VIII 

Absolute L- subshell conversion coefficients 
of the 106. 1-kev transition in Pu239. 

a(L
1
) a(LII) 

Experimental 0. 062 ::1:: 0. 007 0. 071 ::1:: 0. 007 

Theoretical 

Point-nucleus 0.042 0. 024 

Finite-size nucleus 
(Sliv and Band) 0. 041 0. 026 

(Rose) 0, .. 035 0. 021 

Pu
239

. 6L 4-kev transition. 

UCRL-8786 

a(LIII) 

------

0.021 

0. 021 

0. 021 

The conversion coefficients for this transition (see Fig. 4) have not 

yet been determined with accuracy, but something can be said about the L
1 

subshell coefficient. It will be seen that the value we adopt is a(L
1

) ::. 0. 4, 

which is to be compared with the theoretical values for finite-size nucleus, 

0. 13 (Sliv and Band) or 0. 10 (Rose). 

Photons and electrons of this transition have been observed in study

ing the decay of Np
239

. Using electron intensities of Fulbright
32 

and photon 

intensities of Day
33

, Engelkemeir and Magnusson 
30 

estimated that the total 

L conversion coefficient lies in the range 0. 4 - 0. 9 and classified the transi

tion as El on this basis. However, Baranov and Shlyagin 
34 

showed that the 

LII and LIII lines are masked by electron lines of other more intense transi

tions. Hollander, Smith, and Mihelich
35 

also came to this conclusion but were 

able to obtain an approximate measurement of the L
1 

line intensity. 

The conversion coefficient a(L
1

) is given in terms of the following 

expression: 

"s7 
= 
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The intensity ratio of the L
1 

line of the 61- kev transition to the L line of the 

57-kev transition is given by Hollander and co-workers as -0. 012. The next 

ratio in the e:x:pression above is the conversion coefficient for the 57-kev E2 

transition for which the theoretical value (a.L = 170) is adopted. The photon 

intensity ratio was measured by Jaffe 36 as y 
57

jy
61 

= 0. 20. ·From these data, 

a.(L1) = 0. 4. Because of the uncertainty in the conversion electron intensity 
61 

ratio, this figure is probably reliable to little better than a factor of two. 

Partially independent calculations of a.(L
1

) can be made using other data, but 

th b bl . ' ' . 61 
ese are pro a y even more uncerta1n. 

Pu
239

. 106. 1-kev transition. Lifetime. 

The half life of the state which de-excites by the 106- and 61-kev 
30 -7 

transitions has been measured by Engelkemeir and Magnusson as 1. 9 3 x 10 

seconds. In order to obtain the partial half life for the 106- kev photon, cor

rection must be made for decay by internal conversion and by the competing 

61-kev transition. An intensity ratio y
6
/y

106 
was sought in the alpha decay of 

Cm
243 

by observing y-y coincidences ~ith y
277 

and a. value <0. 06 was obtained_3l 

Similar measurements with Np239 as the source gave the value 0. 04:1: 0. 02.
37 

From this value and 0.15 for the conversion coefficient of the 106-kev transi

tion, the photon lifetime is 2. 4 x 10- 7 seconds. This value is 2. 4 x 106 times 

longer than the half life calculated for a single-proton transition. The retarda.,.. 

tion with respect to the half life calculated for a single-neutron transition
18 

would be somewhat smaller. 

P 231 d p 233 a an a . 

The low-lying excited states of these two isotopes have certain 

similarities both in their energies and in their decay properties, as shown in 

F . 5 H P 2 31 d P 2 3 3 d. d h . h. . 1g. . ence a an a are 1scusse toget er 1n t 1s sechon. 

The energy levels of Pa 
231 

have been studied from the beta decay 
2 31 231 

of Th and from the electron-capture decay of U by Hollander, Stephens, 
38 233 . . 

Asaro, and Perlman.. Those of Pa were exam1ned by Stephens, Asaro, 
39 . 237 

and Perlman by means of the Np alpha decay. The .spin assignments in 

both cases are based upon energy-level spacings, transition multipolarities, 
. 2 31 40 

and half lives. Also, m Pa , Newton has observed the 58-kev E2 photon 

by Coulomb excitation. 
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Pa 
231

. 84. 2-kev transition. Total conversion coefficient. 
. . 231 231 

The 84-kev photon is prominent in the spectrum of Th and U , and 

the conversion lines of this transition are also strong, Coincidence studies 
38 

indicate that essentially all of the Th
231 

beta decay process.es go through the 

84- kev level and the intensity of the photon is 7. 2 ( ±H% r ela ti ve to total Th 
2 31 

231 
decay intensity. (The U electron-capture decay apparently proceeds by the 

same path because the photon intensity noted was 7. 3 (±1)%.) With this informa

tion on the decay scheme and some additional intensity data, the total conver

sion coefficient, a( T) 
84

. 
2

, may be calculated by the following expression: 

where 'I 
84 

is the intensity o~ the photon and e 
58 

and e
84 

refer to the total inten

sity of conversion electrons of the 58- and 84-kev transitions. The validity of 

this expression is based upon the fact that the 58-kev transition is E2, hence 

e 58 represents substantially all of the events which depopulate the 84-kev state 

in the cascade process (E1:g. 5). 

The ratio e
84

j e
58 

was meas.ured in a photographic recording spectro

graph as 3. 6 and 3. 5 frorri Th
231 

and u 231 
decay, respectively~38 A similar 

t Th2 31 . G . d . 41 3 7 W k measuremen on us1ng. e1ger-counter etectlon was . . e ta e an 

average value, 3. 6 ± 0. 3; the limit of error is chosen to be ±10% in view of the 

usual uncertainty in such intensity measurements. With these data, the total 

conversion coefficient, a(T)
84

. 
2

, is 2. 8 ± 0. 4. 

Pa
231

. 84. 2-kev transition. L-shell and subshell conversion coefficients. 

The total L-shell coefficient, a(L)
84

. 
2

, is readily obtained from the 

value of a( T) 
84 2 

and the ratio e( L) 
84 2

/ e
84 2

. This ratio was found by 
. 38 . . 231 231 

Hollander and co-worke.:rs to be 0. 76 and 0. 72 from Th and U decay, re-

spectively; and Juliano 
41 

reported the value 0. 69 from Th
231 

decay. The value 

we will adopt is 0. 72 ± 0. 04. The L-shell coefficient, a(L)
84

. 2 , then becomes 

2. 0 ± 0. 3, which is more than an order of magnitude greater than the theoreti

cal value, 0. 14. As seen in Table I, this transition has the greatest factor of 

discrepancy yet noted for El conversion. The experimental value (2.Q) is 

actually closer to the theoretical Ml coefficient ( -6) than it is to 
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the El value, but the transition almost surely involves parity change because 

the 58. 5- kev and 25. 7- kev transitions are, respectively, E2 and El. 

The L- sub shell coefficients are readily obtained from the data of 

Hollander and co-workers 
38 

and Juliano 
41 

on electron line intensities. Hollander 

et al. fo-und the ratio e(L
1
)/e(Lll) = 1. 6 from measurements on u 231 

decay and 

L 9 from Th
231

. Juliano reported the same ratio as 2. 5 from Th
231 

decay. We 

shall adopt the average value 2. 0 ::1: 0. 5. Similarly, Hollander et al. reported 

e(L
1
II)/e(L

1
):;::: 0. 035 ::1:0.009. Employing a(L) = 2. 0::1: 0. 3, the following sub

shell coefficients result: a(L1) = 1. 3 ::1: 0. 2, a(LH) = 0. 65 ::1: 0. 15, a(LHI) = 

0. 046 ::1: 0. 014. As seen from Table IX, both a{L
1
} and a( LII) are much higher 

than the theoretical values, whereas a( LIII) is in agreement. 

Experimental 

Theoretical 

(Rose) 

Table IX 

Absolute L- subs hell conversion coefficients of 
the 84. 2-kev transition in Pa231. 

a(L
1

) o;( Lll) a( LIII) 

1. 3::1:0.2 0.65::1:0.15 0. 046 ::1: 0. 014 

0.055 0. 037 0. 039 

(Sliv and Band) 0. 064 0. 042 0. 039 

a(L) 

2. 0 ::t: 0. 3 

0.131 

0.145 

M2 admixture can, in this case also, be shown not to be the cause of 

the anomalously high L
1 

and LII coefficients. If we take the maximum value of 

the experimental LIII coefficient consistent with the error limits, 0. 060, and 

the theoretical El coefficient, 0. 0 39, we find the contribution of M2 radiation 

to be at the most 0. 02o/o. With this amount of M2 admixture, the theoretical 

mixed El-M2 coefficient for the L
1 

shell becomes 0. 13, still a factor of ten 

lower than the experimental value. The effect on the Lll coefficient of this 

amount of admixture is negligible. 

Hollander et al. obtained intensities of the M, N, and 0 lines from 
231 -- __ , 

U decay. The values are shown in Table X. 
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Table X 

M, N, and 0 conversion coefficients for the 84. 2-kev gamma. 

Shell MI Mil Mill NI 01 

Experimental values 0. 34 0. 21 0.009 0.17 0. 031 

Theoretical unscreened -·· ~:< ' .... 
point-nucleus values 0. 021 0. 014 0 .. 014 0.009 0.005 

... These values are non- relativistic extrapolations of a.{M
1
). -·· 

As in the case of the 59. 6-kev transition in Np
237

, a.(MIII) is not far 

from the corresponding theoretical number, while a.(M
1

) and a.{MII) are in dis

tinct disagreem~nt. It might be worth-while to note that both a.(N
1

) and a.{0
1

) 

are larger than the theoretical value for a.{M
1
). Brysk and Rose42 showed for 

the electron-capture process {in a non-relativistic approximation) that the transi

tion probability for sl/
2 

electrons should vary approximately as the probability 

density of the radial wave functions {of a hydrogen-like atom) within the nucleus. 

If we make the same .assumption:.' for the internal conversion process, the con

version coefficients would vary as the inverse cube of the principal quantum num

.ber. With the value of 0. 021 for a.{M
1
) as the basis, the non-relativistic values 

for a.(N
1

) and a.{0
1

) are given in Table X. 

As discussed previously, the anomalously high conversion coefficient ap

pears to originate in the s
1
/ 2 and p

1
/

2 
shells with no detectable anomaly:.:in; the 

p 3/ 2 shell. 

Pa
231

. 25. 7-kev transition. Total conversion coefficient. 

A value can be calculated for the conversion coefficient in the same way 

as· was.done in the case of the 26. 4-kev transition in Np237. From the meas"' .. , · 

ured38 photon intensity, 12. 5 ± 2o/o, and from our knowledge that essentially all 

of the beta decay of Th231 gives rise to the 84.,.kev level, we calculate a.(T) 26 = 
4. 8 ± 1. 0. If the assumption of lOOo/o population of the 84- kev state is incorrect 

--for example, if there is some direct population of the 58.5-kev state-- then 

the actual value of the conversion coefficient will be lower than we calculate 

here. The sum of the theoretical L and M coefficients is 4. 5, in good agreement 

with the experimental number. There seems little doubt that this transition is 
I 

El because the next lowest coefficient, Ml, is about 50-fold greater. 
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Pa
231

. 25. 7-kev transition. Subshell conversion coefficients. 

Only M- subshell ratios are available for this low-energy transition. 

The results are summarized in Table XI. 

Table XI 

M-subshell conversion coet{icient ratios of the 
25. 7-kev transition in Pa2 . 

38 
Hollander et al. 

J 1
. 41 

u 1ano 

Hollander et a1.
38 

Theoretical (unscreened 
.Poi:r~.t nucleus) 5 

(Th
231 

decay) 

( Th 
231 

decay) 

231 
(U decay) 

0. 45/0. 83/1. 00/0.23/0. 22 

0. 69/0. 74/1. 00/0. 3 /0. 3 

0. 38/0.61/1.00/0.38/0.38 

0.66/0.76/1.00/0.41/0.49 

231 
The measurement on U decay should be the most accurate because 

the electron lines were not as- distorted by source thickness as was the case 

with the Th
231 

sources. Accepting this and assuming that the intensities are 

known to about 25%, we see that the M 1/MUI ratio may be different from the 

theoretical ratio. 

Pa
231

. Lifetimes of the 84- and 26-kev transitions. 

Several measurements of the half life of the 84-kev state have been 

made. From Th
231 

decay, Strominger and Rasmussen 
43 

obtained the value 
. -8 44 -8 

4. 1 ± 0. 4 x 10 seconds and Mize a:nd Starner report 4. 5. ± 0. 3 x 10 seconds. 
2~ . 38 . 

From U decay Hollander, Stephens, Asaro, and Perlman obta1ned the 
-8 45 -8 

half life 4. 1 x 10 seconds, and Hoff, Olsen, and Mann report 3. 7 ± 0. 4 x 10 
235 

seconds from Np decay. We shall adopt the average of these values, 
-8 

4. 1 x 10 seconds. 

With the photon intensities as given above, the partial half life of the 
-7 -7 

84-kev photon is 5. 7 x 10 seconds and that of the 26-kev photon is 3. 3 x 10 
. 18 

seconds. These lifetimes are longer than the single-particle estimates. 
. 6 4 
'by factors of 2. 8 x 10 and 4. 5 x 10 , respectively. 
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233 
Pa 86. 3- kev transition. Total conversion coefficient. 

As seen in Fig. 5, this transition is analogous to the 84-kev transition 

in Pa 
231

. In the present case, the level structure has been determined from 
237 

the study of Np alpha decay. 

The absolute abundances of the conversi·on electrons of 'I 
86

. 3 are not 

known, but the ratio of electron intensities of the 86-kev transition to. the 

57-kev E2 transition has been measured. From this ratio and the intensity of 

the 86-kev photon as well as some knowledge of the decay scheme, the con

version coefficient can be determined. 

Magnusson and co-workers 
46

, studying the alpha decay of Np
237

, 

found the intensity of 'I 
86 

to be 0. 14 of the total alpha particles and the intensity 

of K x-rays, 0. 05. (Consistent with these values are the results of Stephens 

and co-workers 
47

, who found the combined K x-ray-y
86 

peak to have an in

tensity of 0. 18. ) We as sign, somewhat arbitrarily, a limit of error of ±25% 

to the gamma-ray intensity. Stephens et a1.
39 

have interpreted most of the 

low-energy levels of Pa
233 

in terms of three rotational bands. This inter

pretation coupled with the alpha particle abundances and reinforced with 

gamma- gamma coincidence measurements 
4 7 

led to the figure 90 ± 5% for the 

amount of alpha disintegrations which give rise to the 86-kev state. It is also 

estimated 39 that.the .57-kev state receives 3o/o population by paths other than 

from the decay of the 86- kev state. Since the 57- kev state is essentially com

pletely de-excited by internal conversion, it is possible to derive the following 

expression for the conversion coefficient of the 86-kev transition: 

a(T) 86 = [(0. 93/y
86

)- 1]/[1 + (e 57je86 )] = 1. 9 ± 0. 7. 

(The intensity of 'I 
86 

used here has already been mentioned and the value for 

the conversion electron ratio (e
57

je
86

) was found 39 to be 2. 0 ± 0. 6.) 

The ratio of L-s.hell. conversion to total conversion in this case was 

found to be 0. 54± 0. ll,39 hence the coefficient a(L)
86 

is L 0 ± 0. 4. The theore

tical value for a(L) is 0.135; thus there is a large discrepancy, although not 

as large as for the corresponding transition in Pa
231

. The question of whether 

this transition in Pa 
233 

is indeed El should be answered. The evidence is good 

that the cascading 29. 3- and 56. 9-kev are, respectively, Eland E2; therefore, 

the 86. 4-kev state is of opposite parity from the ground state, and with a 

measured a(L) of L 0 only an El assignment is, possible. 
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Pa 
233

. 86. 3- kev transition. Subshell conversion coefficients. 
39 The L-conversion ratios have been me,asured by Stephens et aL 

as L/Ln/LIII = 4. 2/6.9/L There are several sources of large error here: 

the LIII line is not resolved from a conversion line from the daughter isotope 

u 233 
Assigning limits of error on this basis, the subshell coefficients are 

calculated and compared with the theoretical values in Table XII. 

Experimental 

Theoretical 

(Rose) 

Table XII 

L-subshell conversion coefficients of the 86. 3-kev 
transition in Pa233. 

a.( LI) a.( LII) a.(~II) 

composite 0. 35 ± 0.15 0.57 ± 0.26 0.08 :I: 0.08 

0.052 0.034 0.036 

(Sliv and Band) 0.060 0.039 0.036 

a.( L) 

1.0±0.4 

0.122 

0.135 

If we assume 0. 26% M2 admixture a.(Lx) and a.(L
1
ll) can be brought into 

agreement but a.(LIII) is raised only to 0. 05. One can, therefore, say that 

a.( LII) is definitely high by at least a factor of ten, a.( L
1

) is probably high, and 

that a.(L
1
Il) is consistent with theory within a large limit of error. 

Pa 
233

. 29. 3- kev transition. Total conversion coefficient. 

The conversion coefficient of this transition is calculated exadpy as 

was that of the 26-kev transition in Pa
231

. The photon intensity has been meas-
47 . 46 

ured by Stephens ~ al. as 0. 11 and by Magnusson~ aL as 0. 14; we shall 

use the average value, 0.125 ± 0. 02. From this, from the fractional popula

tion of the 86-kev state ( 0. 9.0 ± 0. 05). and from the conversion coefficient of 

the 86-kev transition (1. 9), the conversion coefficient of the 29-kev transition 

is calculated to be 3. 0 :::1:: 0. 8. The theoretical a.(L) + a.(M) value for an El 

transition is 3. 2 with the L values of Sliv and Band or 2. 5 with those of Rose; 

both are in agreement with the experimental number. Any assignment for this 

transition other than El is ruled out because the conversion coefficient would 

be more than 50-fold greater than that measured. 
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Pa
233

. 29. 3-kev transition. M-subshell ratios. 

The L co.nversion lines have energies which a:re too low to permit them 

to be measured readily, but Stephens et a1.39 were able to see the M lines 

from a long exposure (9 months) of a Np 237 source in a permanent-magnet 

spectrograph. The relative intensities on the photographic plate were compared 

visually, and the values for M/Mn/Mu/Mrv +My are 0. 8/0. 9/1. ojo. 6. The 

corresponding theoretical values are 0. 72/0. 79/1. 00/0. 79. The experimental 

intensities are reliable only to within .ab6.ut a factor of two because the lines 

were broadened by sarrrple thickness. Within the limits of uncertainty, the ex

perimental and theoretical values are seen to be in good agreemenL 

Pa 
233

. Lifetimes of the 86- and 29. 3-kev transitions. 
' The lifetime of the 86- kev state was determined by Engelkemeir and 

Magnusson 
48 

to be 3. 7 x 10-
8 

seconds. The partial lifetimes of :the 86- and 
-7 -7 . 29. 3-kev photons, 2. 6 x 10 seconds and 3. 0 x 10 seconds, correspond. r_e-

spectively to retardation factors of 1. 4 x 106 and 7. 2 x 10
4 

over the calculated 

single -proton El lifetimes. 

Ra 
223

. 50. 0- kev transition. Total conversion coefficient. 

This gamma ray is well known in the decay of Fr223 .and Th227 and was 

shown to be an .Ei transition .by Pilger~9 The level structure of Ra 
223 

is ex

tremely complex and only the part pertinent to these discussions is shown in 
50 Fig. 6. As reported by Hyde, Stephens had found that the 50-kev photon was 

in coincidence with a prominent photon of 236 kev. Pilger showed by coinci

dence counting that there were 0. 6 (±0.1) 50-kev photons per 236-kev photon 

and that the 50-kev state probably decays only to the ground state. The total 

conversion coefficient for '{
50 

is therefore [ (1 - 0. 6) / 0. 6] = 0. 7 ± 0. 2. The 

theoretical value of a(L) + a(M) is 0. 75 (Sliv and Band L values) or 0. 61 (Rose), 

both of which agree well with the experimental value. 

R 
223 

a . 50. 0- kev transition. Subshell conversion coefficients. 

The L- subshell ratios were measured by Pilger as L 1/ LII/L1II = 
l. 07/0. 85/l. 00. The precision of the intensity measurements is here about ±20o/o, 
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but because of the possibility that there are transitions of the daughter isotope 

Ra 
223 

which were unresolved from the lines under discussion, the accuracy 

of these intensities is in doubt. Bearing in mind this uncertainty, the experi

mental values are in excellent agreement with the theoretical ratios for an El 

transition: Lrf L 1rf Llll = 1. 00/0. 91/1. 00 (Sliv and Band) or 0. 9 3/0. 85/1. 00 

(Rose). 

Ra 
223

. Lifetime of 50:-kev transition. 

The half life of the 50-kev transition has been measured by Vartapethi:n
51 

-10 
to be 6. 3 (::1:0. 7) x 10 seconds. This value represents a photon half life of 

-9 3 
1. 1 x 10 seconds, and a retardation factor of 1. 1 x 10 over the single -proton 

lifetime. 

Ac
227

. 27. 5-kev transition. Total conversion coefficient. 
. 231 

This transition has been observed in studies of the alpha decay of Pa 
227 

and the beta decay of Ra . It was assigned as El by Teillac, Riou, and 

Desneiges 
52

, who obtained the value 7 for the conversion coefficient. The 

L- shell conversion coefficient was determined by Stephens, Asaro, and 

Perlman
39 

by comparing the intensities of the 28-kev photon with the L x-rays 

from the internal conversion of this transition. This could be done by measur

ing· alpha-photon delayed coincidences in the decay of Pa
231 

in view of the 

measurable lifetime of the 27. 5-kev state (see below). The figure 0. 52 was 

taken as the L- shell fluorescence yield and with the coincidence data the value 

a.( L) turned out to be 2. 8 .± 0. 3. This is to be compared with the theoretical 

a.(L) of 2. ~:(Sliv and Band) or 1. 74 (Rose). There is a discrepancy between 

the experimental value and the theoretical value of·R.ose. 

Ac
227

. 27. 5-kev transition. Subshell conversion coefficients. 

The M-subshell conversion ratios are available, and they do not agree 

in detail with the theoretical expectations for an El transition. However, in 

this case, it is possible to bring about agreement by assuming 0. 00 3o/o M2 ad-
• 

mixture. This comparison is summarized in Table XIII. 
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Table XIII 

M-subshell conversion coefficient ratios 
of the 27. 5-kev transition. in Ac227. 

Experimental 

Theoretical 

(El) 

(El + 0. 003% M2) 

0.61/0.77/1.00/0.96 

0. 85/0.62/1.00/0.75 

UCRL-8786 

It will be noted that M1 > Mil experimentally but for a pure El transition the 

reverse should be true. Although the precision of the measurements is 

limited ( -±25%). a qualitative observation of this kind is probably reliable. 

Ii can therefore be said that if there is no M2 admixture the theory and ex

periment do not agree in detail but that the discrepancy can be eliminated by 

. assuming a small M2 contribution. However, as pointed out below, there 

may be difficulties in reconciling this explanation with the lifetime of the 

transition. 

Ac
227

. Lifetime of 27. 5-kev transition. 

The half life of the state which de-excites by the 27. 5-kev transition has 
52 -8 

been measured by Teillac et al. as 4. 2 x 10 seconds and by Foucher 
53 -8 --

et al. as 3, 7 x 10 seconds, No limits of error were stated, so we shall -- -8 
use the average value, 4, 0 x 10 seconds. With the assumptions that the 

measured delay is that of the 27. 5-kev transition and that there are no other 

transitions from this ,state, we calculate the photon lifetime to be 2. 0 x 10- 7 

seconds (a total conversion coefficient of 4. 0 was used, which assumes 

a( L) / [a( L) + a(M) -- ] = 0. 7}. This photon lifetime is longer than the single

proton El value by the factor 3. 3 x 10
4

. If, as mentioned above, there may 

be 0. 003% M2 admixture, the corresponding M2 half life would be -10-
2 

seconds, 

which is just the calculated single-proton value. However, the few measured 

M2 lifetimes which have been reported are delayed by factors of 100 or more. 
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. 225 
Ac 0 

Ac
225 

0 40. 0- kev transition. Total conversion coefficient. 

This transition was observed by Perlman, Stephens, and Asaro
54 

and 
. 55 

by Magnusson, Wagner, Engelkemeir, and Freedman from the beta decay of 

Ra 
225 

and as signed the multi polarity El on the basis of its small conversion 

coefficient. The value 0. 9 
4 7 

was obtained for the L- conversion coefficient by 

a comparison of photon and L x-ray intensities in the scintillation counter 

spectrum, which contained only these two radiations. An L x-ray fluorescence 

yield of 0. 5 was assumed in the calculation. The value 0. 9, accurate to 30%, 

is in close agreement with the theoretical L-conversion coefficients of 1.01 

(Sliv and Band) or 0. 83 (Rose). 

Ac
225

. 40. 0-kev transition. Subshell conversion coefficients. 

The L-conversion ratio was measured 39 to be L 1/Lu/LIII = 0.55/0.64/1.0, 

with a precision ±25%. The resulting absolute L-coefficients are shown in 

Table XIV and are seen to be in good agreement with the theoretical values.· 

Table XIV 

L- sub shell conversion coefficients of the 
40. 0- kev transition in Ac225. ' 

a(L
1
) a(LII) a(LIII) 

Experimental composite b. ZJ. :±:~, 0. o 7 0.26 ± 0.09 0.41 ± 0.13 

Theoretical 

(Rose) 0.21 0.25 0.37 

(Sliv and Band) 0.29 0.32 0.40 

225 
Ac . Lifetime of the 40,.. kev transition. 

a(IJf'\\'~ 
• . ~ .• ~ •. I 

0.9 ±0.3 

0.83 

1.01 

The state which de-excites by this transition has a half life less than 

4 x 10- 9 seconds,according to Rasmussen and Stephens.
56 

Using the L-conversion 

coefficient 0. 9 and the value a(L) / [a( L) + a(M) + --] = 0. 7, we calculate a maxi

mum photon half life 9 x 10- 9 seconds, which corresponds to a maximum delay 

over the single-proton lifetime of 4. 7 x 10
3

. 
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DISCUSSION 

We have presented in the foregoing sections a detailed account of ex

perimental data on L- sh~ll conversion coefficients of low-energy electric di

pole transitions observed in the decays of odd-A nuclei of high atomic number. 

In every case in which L-subshell coefficients could be determined, the experi

mental data are consistent with the interpretation that the El conversion coef

ficients in the LIII subshell agree with the theory. .In the case of the 106. 1- kev 

transition in Pu239, the LIII conversion coefficient is not available. 

In three cases where the L conversion coefficients are known with re

latively small error, it is definitely established that the experimental L
1 

and 

Lll coefficients are substantially larger than the theoretical values. These 

t .·t. . N 237 p 231 d p 233 I h 'k' 1 rans1 1ons occur 1n p , a , an a . n t e most str1 1ng examp e, 

the 84. 2-kev transition in Pa
231

, _the LI and Lll coeffic.ients are 21 and 15 times 

larger than tll,e theoretical values,
13 

respectively, and in the 86. 3-kev transi

tion of Pa 
233

, the same factors are 6 and 15. These two cases are further 

interesting because, despite the fact that the two transitions appear to take 

place between the same intrinsic odd-proton states, the Lx/Lu ratios differ by 

more than a factor of three. For the 59. 6-kev transition of Np 237 , the experi

mental coefficients are factors 1. 7 and 3. 8 greater than the theoretical for the 

LI and L
11 

shells, respectively. 

Analysis of the data indicates a definite correlation of the anomalies 

with the lifetimes of the El photons; the more retarded the electromagnetic 

radiation, the greater the disparity between experimental and theoretical co

efficients for the L
1 

and L!l shells. 

The existence of anomalies of this type was predicted by Church and 

Weneser
57 

in a theoretical discussion of magnetic dipole matrix elements. 

They point out that the finite nuclear size can give rise to additional nuclear 

matrix elements for the process of electron ejection which are different from 

that for gamma-ray emission. The connection with the correlation noted in 

this study is that the electron-ejection matrix elem.ent need not vanish when 

that for gamma-ray emission does, hence the anomaly in conversion coeffi

cients may be related to the retardation in lifetime for the radiative transition. 

The theory for this problem for El transitions has been dealt with in some de

tail by Nilsson and Rasmussen.
8 

Since the anomaly in conversion coefficients 
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is nuclear model dependent, it is not surprising that a complete description 

will, of necessity, be complex andinvolve selection rules appropriate to the 

nuclear modeL 

In Fig. 7 we have plotted a function of the L- sub shell conversion coeffi

cient anomalies against the retardation of the photon lifetime. 

We have been unable to discern any systematic trends in the deviations 

of the L
1 

and LII subshells individually. Hence in presenting these deviations 

graphically as a function of photon transition probability we define the following 

"total anomaly factor'': 

£
= I a.(LI)exp- a.{LI~theor I+ I a.(LII)exp- a.(LII)theor I+ I a.(Llll)exp :-: a.(LIII)theor I 

~a.L 
· theor . £ 

Because there seems to be no anomaly in LIII conversion, the last term 1n 

is equated to zero. We have evaluated this factor for each of the transitions 

discussed here, and we plot these factors against the photon retardation factors 

(t /tth . 1 t ) in Fig. 7. (In the use of the Moszkowski single-exp' eor s1ng e-pro on 
proton formula for photon lifetimes, the statistical factor wa_s taken to be unity.) 

It appears from this graph that the conversion anomaly as defined here is roughly 

proportional to the photon retardation. The theoretical values of a.(L) used in 

the calculation were those of Sliv,t; and Band.13 

In several cases where only experimental M-sheli coefficients are av,ail

able, we have evaluated the "total anomaly factors'' from M-subshell ratios 

alone, by equating the experimental Mill relative electron intensity to the theo

retical Mill conversion coefficient. This is unsatisfactory in the sense that the 

theoretical unscreened, point-nucleus M-subshell ratios may not be valid, but it 

is the only direct comparison with theory one can presently make. 

The errors shown in Fig. 7 have been derived.from the error limits 

quoted in the text by standard statistical methods, with the assumption that all 

errors are standard deviations. 

It is seen that in those cases for which the information is most reliable 

(high re~ardation factors and large anomalies) the relation is linear with a slope 

of unity. It is not possible to justify fully such a simple function in terms of 

the theory developed by Church and Weneser
57 

and by Nilsson and Rasmussen.
8 

Barring fortuitous cancellations, this relationship does seem to mean that for 
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the cases examined the anomalous part of the electron-ejection matrix element 

does not change rapidly when that for gamma-ray emission becomes severely 

attenuated. 
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